S we look over the various aspects of our Technology life, nothing is more remark-
able than the lack of a representative college song.

Few things are more characteristic of a college than its song; and nothing so well voices the sentiments of undergraduates and alumni toward their Alma Mater. Surely the want of such a song in Technology would argue either lack of ability or of enthusiasm. The history of the Institute offers to the composer a splendid opportunity for incident. Nothing would be more truly appreciated than a song charac-
teristic of Technology, of her work, of her traditions, of her fame. It is, indeed, an undertaking, the achievement of which is well worth aiming at, and we hope sincerely that the efforts of the men who have now turned their attention to the writing of such a song will meet with success.

WITH the advent of settled weather and good roads, we are brought to the realization that another year has passed and still the large number of students who use bicycles have no suitable place to leave their wheels. In fact, the situation is worse than it was a year ago. In the erection of the Pierce Building the racks at the end of the Architectural Building were necessarily removed, but it seems as though some provision should now be made for the large number of students who spend their time almost exclusively in the Engineering and Pierce Buildings. The only place available for these students is the fence in Engineering Alley, since the students (though not the instructors) have been forbidden to leave wheels in the corridors. After perhaps a dozen wheels have been left in the alley, the remainder of the students must make the journey to the racks in front of Rogers or Walker.

There is ample room in the yard behind the Pierce Building for the erection of a bicycle shed, or at least of a large number of racks, which could be conveniently reached by the driveway under the building. If the Institute